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In recognition that 2015 marked the
150th anniversary of the publication
of Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adl'f�ntllres
i11 \.Vorulerlmul, publishcrs have issued
an abundance of illustrated editions
of Womferla11d as well as a number of
scholarly and general interest books
on Carroll himself. Of the many Alice
related books that were published in
conjunction with this anniversary,
my favorite is The Annotated Alice:
15Dt11An11ivcrsarJ' Deluxe Edition. This
may come as a surprise, since Martin
Gardner's influential A1111otated Alice
was first published in 1960, followed
by two major revised editions: More
Amwtated Alice in 1990 and T/1e De
finitive Etlition of The A1111otated Alice
in 1999. Gardner continued to add to
his Alice annotations. He published
a two-part "A Supplement to A11110-

tated Alice" in the Knigl,t Letter, the
journal of the Lewis Carroll Society of
North America, in 2005 and 2006 and
continued to update his annotations
based on ongoing Carroll scholarship
until his death in 20 I 0. Mark Burstein,
a past president of the LCSNA, has
combined annotations from the previ
ous editions of the A11110tnted Alice as
well ai those published in the Knigl,t
Letter and included a few of his own.
The Deluxe Edition has more than one
hundred new or updated annotations
as well as an excellent bibliography
of critical works and of Alice screen
adaptations.
Since \Vo11dcrla11d is a text that
skillfully combines words and images
and that has attracted numerous illus
trators, Burstein has added a hundred
new illustrations in addition to John
Tenniel's iconic artwork. The volume
includes a selection of Carroll's Under
Gro1111cl drawings, and an impres
sive array of Alice images by Arthur
Rackham, Beatrix Potter, Peter Newell,
Walt Kelly, Salvador Dali, and Barry
Moser. 1 found the set of Wo11dcrlancl
illustrations by Harry Furniss for
T11e Cl,ildre11's Encyclopedia of special
interest. Furniss, the illustrator for
Carroll's two-volume Sylvie aml Bruno
(l 889, 1893 ), originated the allegation
that Carroll and Tenniel had a dif
ficult working relationship. Furniss
reported that Tennie\ had told him
that he would quickly find collabo-
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rating with Carroll impossible. But
Carroll's reprinting of the first edition
of Womlerlm1d at his own expense
aft�r Tenniel's disappointment with
the quality of the illustrations, and
his subsequent removal of the "Wasp
in the Wig" episode from T/Jrough
t/Je Looking-Glass at Tenniel's recom
mendation (reprinted in the Deluxe
Edition), suggests that far from being
"impossible," Carroll was rather defer�
ential to Tennie!. Furniss's \Vo11derla11d
illustrations hint at his disappoint
ment with being given much less
inspired material to illustrate and at
his jealousy of the opportunity given
to Tennie!.
Gardner astutely observes in his
introduction to More 1\111rott1teclAlice
that "no other books written for chil
dren arc more in need of explication
than the Alice books" (Deluxe xxii).
Over the years his annotations have
guided modern readers through an in
creasingly unfamiliar Victorian world
of references and allusions. Burstein
quotes Edward Guiliano, who argued
that Gardner deserves much credit
for the popularity and acceptance of
Carroll and the Alice books in literary
studies. Gardner clearly notes in his
introduction to the A1111otated Alice
that he has little interest in allegori
cal or psychoanalytic interpretations,
leaving others to pursue them. The
success of Gardner's A1111ott1ted Alice
also opened the door for many more
annotated editions of children's
books, including Tl,e Wizard of Oz,
Peter Pan, Little Women, Tl,e CC1t in
tl,e H,u, and The Pha11to111 Tollboot/J. I
suspect that Gardner'sA1111otatedAlice
is one of the first texts that introduced
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many readers to the pleasures and
complexities of critical reading.
Just as H�mderlandhas always been
a successful combination of Carroll's
prose and Tennie! 's illustrations,
Adam Gopnik, in his appreciation
of Gardner's A1111otC1ted Alice pub
lished on the New Yorker Web site,
has rightly called The An11otatcd Alice
''one of the best literarr pas de deux in
English" (2). Even if you already own
an earlier edition of The A1111otated
Alice, this significant revised edition
is worth buying. It is fascinating to
read Gardner's introductions to his
various sets of annotations and to sec
how attitudes toward the Alice books
and Carroll evolved in the light of
new scholarship. Burstein has skill
fully edited and combined the sets
of annotations and had provided an
outstanding selection of Alice illus
trations. Like Wo11derlancl itself. The
Am,otatcd Alice: 150th A1111il'ersary
Deluxe Editi'o11 is a wondcrful book
full of pictures and conversations.
Shortly before his death, Gardner
wrote U11dil11ted Hows-Pocus, which
he considered to be a "rambling au
tobiography" (xiii): it frequently lives
up to his self-description as "dishev
eled memoir" (195 ). Gardner was a
remarkable man: a polymath who
wrote more than one hundred books
on an astonishing range of subjects,
a nineteenth-century man of letters
living in the twentieth-century world.
While Gardner is perhaps best known
in children's literature circles for his
Annotated Alice, he always preferred
L. Frank Baum over Carroll. Gardner
introduced Baum's Oz series to a
generation of readers with his short
but thoughtful prefaces to the reprints
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